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1 Introduction

There is a growing body of psycholinguistic evidence for theinfluence of grammar—
the inventory of obligatory grammatical features of a language—on the global
structural decisions speakers make at the level of discourse planning (von Stut-
terheim and Carroll, 2005; Carroll et al., 2008; von Stutterheim et al., 2010). Not
only are the concepts to be conveyed by a single sentence selected as to guaran-
tee that all the obligatory features are expressed (cf. Slobin’s, 1987, thinking for
speaking), but also the way speakers distribute information betweenmultiple sen-
tences and group it into larger discourse units appears to beoptimized for making
the task of satisfying all the constraints at the stage of grammatical encoding as
easy as possible. In other words, we find cross-linguistic differences in global
discourse structure. It seems that this phenomenon has passed almost entirely un-
noticed by discourse theorists concerned with building formally precise accounts
of discourse interpretation or generation. The main goal ofthis paper is to fill
this gap and develop a formal theory of discourse that would make provision for
the influence of grammar on global discourse structure. In anearlier paper (Jasin-
skaja and Roßdeutscher, 2009) we have stipulated some language-specific rules for
global discourse planning using the framework of DiscourseRepresentation The-
ory (DRT, Kamp and Reyle, 1993; Kamp et al., 2005) and discussed the interaction
between the language-specific and the language-independent in discourse struc-
ture. The present paper will go beyond mere stipulation and try to directly derive
differences in global discourse planning from differencesin grammar.

We will concentrate especially on generalisations gained in studies of spoken
narratives from the multilingual “Quest corpus”—a collection of retellings of the
silent animation filmQuest1 by speakers of languages including English, German,
Dutch, French, Spanish, Russian, Japanese, among others. Our focus will be on a
phenomenon that could be characterised as theglobal aboutness topic—a tendency
to organise the narrative around a single topical entity, such as the protagonist of

1The winner of several film awards, directed by Tyron Montgomery and produced by Thomas
Stellmach, 1996
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the film in Quest retellings, concentrating on what the protagonist does or what
happens to him. This tendency is typical for German and otherverb-second (V2)
languages, e.g. Dutch. In V2-languages the finite verb of a main clause is always
preceded by exactly one constituent, which can but need not be the subject of the
sentence. Which constituent is placed in the preverbal position (theprefield) usu-
ally depends on the information structure of the sentence, i.e. categories such as
topic, focus, etc. The global aboutness topic is realised systematically as subject
and in the prefield position in these languages. This is less typical, for instance,
in English—a strict SVO language—where the aboutness topicseems to play an
altogether lesser role both in the choice of the preverbal constituent (i.e. the choice
of subject) and in the global organisation of the narrative.It is widely accepted that
these two properties—the preference for a global aboutnesstopic and V2 syntax—
are related. The standard explanation is, roughly: Since filling the preverbal posi-
tion with exactly one constituent is obligatory in V2 languages and since topics, if
available, usually go to that position, there is a certain advantage in having a topic
over not having one because it makes the choice of the preverbal constituent easy.
This creates a preference for discourse structures that readily provide topical enti-
ties, and the constancy of the topic is related to considerations of global discourse
coherence (see esp. von Stutterheim and Carroll, 2005). Thepresent paper tries to
recast (a variant of) this explanation in formal terms.

Our formal apparatus will include: (a) DRT, which will be used for represent-
ing the content of discourse units; (b) the formalism of attribute-value matrices
(AVMs), which will be employed to represent the structure ofdiscourse units fol-
lowing roughly the same idea as the representation of signs in Head-Driven Phrase
Structure (HPSG, Pollard and Sag, 1994), i.e. connecting different levels of linguis-
tic representation from phonologica/textual form, to content, to various pragmatic
features; and (c) Optimality Theory (OT, Prince and Smolensky, 1993; Blutner and
Zeevat, 2003), as a non-monotonic inference mechanism on these structures.2 The
choice for HPSG-style application of AVMs and Optimality Theory is dictated by
the non-modular design of both frameworks, which allows, inprinciple, for fea-
tures and constraints at any level of linguistic representation to affect any other
level. This is a useful property when the task is to model the influence of grammat-
ical properties of the language related to syntax and word order on global discourse
planning.

The application of OT to model discourse structure is a recent development
(Beaver, 2004; Zeevat, 2010) and there is nothing like an established framework in

2An OT model of a relationship between two levels of linguistic representationA andB (such
as sentence meaning and surface form in OT syntax, or phonological and phonetic respresentation in
OT phonology) consists of a set of violable constraints ordered by strength that decide which of a set
of candidaterepresentations at level A is the best given theinput representation at level B. Optimal
candidates are the ones that do better on the whole system of ranked constraints than all the other
competing candidates. CandidateA1 is better thanA2 if there is a strongest constraintC such that
A1 andA2 do equally well on all the constraints that are stronger thanC, butA1 does better onC
itself, i.e. gives rise to fewer violations ofC.
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this domain. To the best of my knowledge, the phenomena discussed in this paper
have not been addressed in OT before. Therefore a lot of effort will be spent in
this paper on drawing up a coherent proposal more or less fromscratch. For the
most part, we will concentrate on modelling the relationship between the function
of word order and the maintenance of the same aboutness topicacross multiple
sentences. While doing that, we will adopt the more familiarinterpretation per-
spective, talking about (forms of) sentences in discourse and their possible read-
ings. This will allow us to develop the crucial fragment of the model. Only at the
end of the paper will we return to the issue of discourse planning proper—i.e. the
selection of content from a knowledge base, segmentation ofthat content into bits
to be expressed by individual sentences, grouping and ordering those bits—and the
way the preference for a global aboutness topic in German affects these processes.
A rough skeleton of this extension to the theory will be sketched out and applied
informally to a couple of examples, but it will not be possible to spell it out in full
detail.

The paper starts with a presentation of the phenomenon (section 2)—empirical
generalisations on cross-linguistic differences in narrative planning based on the
observations from the German and English sections of the Quest corpus (sec-
tion 2.1), later zooming in on the specific constructed minimal pairs that will serve
as a starting point for the development of the central fragment of the theory (sec-
tion 2.2). The central part of the model is developed in section 3, whereas section 4
restates that in formal terms, and discusses the extension to discourse planning.
Section 5 rounds up the paper with some conclusions and new questions.

2 Observations

2.1 Topics and subjects in spoken narratives

The picture of cross-linguistic differences in discourse planning that this paper sets
out to analyse formally has emerged from the study of spoken narratives elicited
from speakers of different languages after they watched thesilent animation film
Questand were asked to retell what happened in the film (see e.g. vonStutterheim
and Carroll, 2005; Carroll et al., 2008). The film shows a clayfigure searching for
water in a series of desert-like worlds: a sand desert, a paper desert, a stone desert,
etc. For example, in the sequence taking place in the paper world the earth’s surface
is made of pieces of paper and some pieces are carried around by the wind. On his
way through this desert, the clay man is twice in danger of being overrun by a large
flying piece of paper, whereas the third time he is actually knocked down by one
piece. He finally finds a small puddle of water, but while he is trying to collect the
water from the ground, the wet paper breaks in and he falls through the hole into
the next world.

A typical German solution of the narration task is shown in (1). The most strik-
ing feature of the German narratives is that the protagonistof the film, the clay man,
preserves his topical status (roughly in the sense of Reinhart, 1981) often through-
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(1) a. und
and

er
he

fällt
falls

auf
on

dieses
this

papier
paper

drauf *1*
on top

b. und
and

äh
eh

∅ is
is

etwas
somewhat

benommen
stunned

c. ∅ bleibt
stays

liegen *
lying

d. und
and

∅ rappelt
rattles

sich
himself

dann
then

wieder
again

auf *1*
up

e. un:
and

∅ schaut
looks

sich
himself

um
around

f. weil
because

er
he

nich
not

weiß
knows

g. wo
where

er
he

is
is

h. und
and

∅ sieht **
sees

einzelne
single

papierfetzen
pieces of paper

durch
around

die
the

gegend
place

fliegen *
fly

und
and

n
a

kleinen
small

wirbelsturm
tornado

aus
of

papier *
paper

i. un:
and

jetzt
now

weiß
knows

er
he

nich
not

j. wo
where

er
he

is *
is

k. un
and

∅ macht
makes

sich
himself

also
so

auf
on

die
the

suche
search

l. die
the

gegend
place

zu
to

erkunden *1*
explore

m.und
and

∅ läuft
walks

durch
around

die
the

gegend *
place

n. und
and

da
there

wird
gets

er
he

auf einmal
suddenly

von
by

’nem
a

fetzen
piece

papier *1*
paper

umge / umgeschmissen
knocked over

o. der
which

ihm
him

die / die
the

sicht
view

verdeckt
blocks
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out the whole narrative, unchallenged in this function by any other “characters” of
the film (pieces of paper, drops of water). This manifests itself in that the protago-
nist appears overwhelmaingly as the grammatical subject of(main) finite clauses,
and in the preverbal position. Subjects in preverbal position which corefer with the
subject of the previous main clause can be, and normally are elided, which makes
zero (∅) one of the most characteristic ways of referring to the protagonist in long
sequences of what looks like coordinated VPs, cf. (1a) followed by the∅-subject
sequence (1b)–(1h), and (1i) followed by (1k)–(1m).

Some of the English solutions are similar in that they use thesame protagonist-
oriented discourse strategy. However, the majority of the English speakers choose
a different global schema which does not seem to assign the protagonist such an
exceptional status and in which topichood (as we will see later in the paper) seems
to play an altogether lesser role. In particular, these speakers switch more freely
between different discourse referents as main clause subjects.

The contrast between the typical German and English solutions can be best
seen in descriptions of events where the protagonist is either not involved at all, or
another entity behaves more like an agent, i.e. is more in control of the situation,
moves, affects the protagonist physically, causes other events to happen, or in other
words, exhibits more proto-agent properties in the sense ofDowty (1991) than the
protagonist. In such situations German speakers still try their best to find a way and
make the protagonist, rather than that other entity, the subject and the topic of the
sentence. There are a few ways in which this can be achieved. One way is not to
mention such events at all. Of course, one cannot skip eventsthat play an important
role in the development of the story, but events that are lesscrucial in that respect
are often skipped by German speakers if the protagonist is not involved or plays a
relatively passive role there. For example, the speaker of (1) does not mention the
first two near-collisions of the protagonist with the flying sheets of paper. English
speakers retell these events more often, as e.g. the speakerof (2). Notice that the
piece of paper is the subject in (2g) and the subject of the non-finite clause in a
presentational construction in (2d)—in both cases in a higher syntactic position
than the protagonist (see Jasinskaja and Roßdeutscher, 2009, for more details).

(2) a. and eh he wakes up
b. and eh just as he is opening his eyes from the fall [...]
c. he looks in front of him
d. and there’s this piece of paper coming straight for him
e. and he’s scared
f. and he jumps up onto his knees
g. and the piece of paper misses him

Second, German speakers often put such events off the main story-line by ex-
pressing them in various kinds of subordinate clauses and embedded constructions,
so the protagonist remains subject of the main clause and canserve as antecedent
for zero anaphora in the next sentence, or be replaced by zeroitself if it occurs in
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the preverbal position and the context conditions are met. (1o) is an instance of
a finite clause with a non-protagonist subject degraded to a subordinate (relative)
clause. Eventualities that do not involve the protagonist,such as the pieces of pa-
per flying, are often presented as being seen by the protagonist, as in (1h) ‘and∅
sees separate pieces of paper flying around’. English speakers realise such events
in separate main clauses more often, cf. (2c)–(2d).

Finally, German speakers very often promote a patient or recipient protagonist
to subject by means of a passive construction, cf. (1n) ‘there he suddenly gets
knocked over by a piece of paper’, while English speakers do that less frequently,
realising the agent non-protagonist as subject, cf. (3b).

(3) a. he keeps walking *1*
b. then all of a sudden a paper hits him in the face ***
c. and∅ knocks him out at his back *2*

In other words, German speakers use all means available to maintain the topical
status of the protagonist over long stretches of discourse,by realising the protag-
onist as the grammatical subject and in the preverbal position of main clauses as
much as possible (where it is almost always replaced by∅, thus giving rise to long
sequences of coordinated VPs or clauses with∅-subjects)—the phenomenon that
we will refer to as theglobal aboutness topicpreference in German. One might
wonder what is exactly the interplay between grammatical subjecthood and the
preverbal position in marking topic, especially since in German it is possible to
move non-subjects to the prefield. If word order were the decisive factor, why do
we not find solutions like (4) in place of (1n) in the corpus, i.e. solutions where
the protagonist is moved to the preverbal position but is thedirect object of the
sentence?

(4) und
and

ihn
him

schmeißt
knocks

da
there

auf einmal
suddenly

ein
a

fetzen
piece

papier
paper

um
over

‘and a piece of paper suddenly knocks him over’

Probably, the principle of alignment of the subject with thetopic (Keenan, 1976;
Beaver, 2004) plays a crucial role here, overruling agent-subject alignment. Why
say something like (4) if one can do better by using a passive construction?3 This
issue will be left aside in the rest of the paper, i.e. we will talk about the mainte-
nance of a global topic (rather than a “global subject”) assuming that the step from

3In some less recent syntactic analyses of German (e.g. Travis, 1984) it has been assumed that
unstressed object pronouns cannot appear in the prefield. Orput differently, if an object pronoun
appears in the preverbal position it must be stressed and therefore associated with a contrastive inter-
pretation. This would explain the lack of sentences like (4)in the Quest corpus. However, Meinunger
(2007) and Frey (2006), among others, have questioned that view, offering very natural sounding ex-
amples of objectes‘it’—a pronoun that cannot be stressed at all in German—in the prefield position.
This raises the question what is the right context for such sentences (if the narrative context of the
kind we find in the Quest corpus is not) in which the passive construction would not be preferred
over object fronting. However, this question will not be handled in this paper.
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topics to subjects can be explained independently.

2.2 Topics and temporal structure

Our ultimate goal is a formal model that shows how propertiesof the grammar,
such as the rules for filling the prefield position in German, affect speakers’ choices
at the level of global discourse planning, such as organising the discourse around
a single global aboutness topic. To be able to make a first stepin applying our
theoretical machinery to this complex problem, we will haveto look at strongly
simplified discourses, stripped of all the irrelevant context-specific complexities
that we find in the real examples from the corpus cited in the previous section.
We will therefore consider constructed German and English minimal pairs, given
in (5)–(6) and (7)–(8), respectively, presenting two actions in two main clauses,
either carried out by the same agent as in (5) and (7), or by twodifferent agents,
(6) and (8), such that the other agent is not involved in any other role in the same
action. The agents always appear as subjects and in the preverbal position. Finally,
the present tense in these sentences is intended in the same sense as it is used in
the Quest narratives—to report events “as if happening now”, i.e. from a temporal
perspective point located in the time while the events are inprogress, the fictitious
nowof the observer (Rossdeutscher and Carroll, 2005). (In fact, we will also switch
to the more familiar comprehension perspective at this point, looking at sequences
of utterances as input and analysing their possible interpretiatons. We will come
back to the relationship between comprehension and production in section 4.)

(5) a. Peter
Peter

überquert
crosses

die
the

Straße
street

b. Er
He

kauft
buys

eine
a

Zeitung
newspaper

(6) a. Peter
Peter

überquert
crosses

die
the

Straße
street

b. Max
Max

kauft
buys

eine
a

Zeitung
newspaper

(7) a. Peter crosses the street
b. He buys a newspaper

(8) a. Peter crosses the street
b. Max buys a newspaper

Thus the members of each minimal pair differ in whether or notthe subject of the
second sentence corefers with that of the first.4 The central difference between

4Where the subjects corefer, the subject of the second sentence is normally expressed by zero
in German Quest narratives such as (1). Whether we have to do with null subjects or some kind of
conjunction reduction here, we will assume that in some underlying representation those unexpressed
subjects are present as in (5) and (7).
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the German and English examples, which we will claim is ultimately responsible
for the global preferences in the structuring of narrative,concerns their temporal
interpretation. The sequences with the same subject both inGerman (5) and in En-
glish (7) are most naturally interpreted as reports of events occurring in a sequence,
where the textual order of the sentences iconically reflectsthe order of occurrence
of the events. In contrast, if the subject changes in German this temporal inference
is blocked, (6) is interpreted as a list of temporally unrelated events. Apparently,
the same contrast is not present in English, at least not to the same extent. The
temporal interpretation of (8) depends strongly on intonation. If the sentences are
pronounced with expressed enumeration or list intonation (e.g. a rising nuclear ac-
cent with a subsequent high or slightly declining plateau),the interpretation is like
that in the German example (6)—a list of events without temporal inferences. The
same holds ifPeterandMax in (8) are accented as constrastive topics. However, if
the sentences are pronounced with “neutral” intonation, i.e. the accentuation pat-
tern is consistent with broad sentence focus (the nuclear accent on the direct object
and no other meaningful accents) and the boundary tones do not signal anything
special except that the two utterances belong together (e.g. a final rise on the first
and a final fall on the second utterance), then the temporal interpretation is as in
(7): first Peter crosses the street and then Max buys the newspaper. In the German
example (6) this interpretation seems dispreferred regardless of intonation.

A substantial part of this paper is concerned with modellingthis difference be-
tween English and German. It will be shown that it is caused bya grammatical
difference—the preverbal postition in German can be and is often used for mark-
ing information-structural categories like topic, while in English it is reserved for
grammatical subjects. In the end we will argue that the mechanisms that establish
the dependency between these properties of the grammar and the temporal interpre-
tation in examples (5)–(8) lead ultimately to the differentpreferences in narrative
structure discussed in section 2.1. Admittedly, the contrasts illustrated by examples
(5)–(8) are not very sharp. So far we have not been able to attest the differences in
a methodologically rigorous way. The task is complicated bya number of factors.
First, the difference between (5) and (6) in German is not between the temporal re-
lation feature being set in two different ways, but between the feature being set to
sequential interpretation in (5) and being unspecified in (6), which is also compat-
ible with sequential interpretation. Second, the claim for(8) in English is also not
that it necessarily receives a sequential interpretation,but that both options exist,
sequential or unspecified, partly depending on intonation.That is, one would ex-
pect a higher percentage of sequential interpretation thanin German if other factors
affecting the intepretation could be switched off. But of course, last but not least,
one of the main problems is that those interfering factors cannot be switched off.
Considerations of plausibility seem to play a huge part in determining the temporal
relation, which means that the type of events described has the decisive influence
and judgements differ a lot from example to example. For the examples (5)–(8) we
got that all four of the German speakers we consulted established a sequential re-
lation in (5), and simultaneity or no temporal relation in (6). Similarly, all the five
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English speakers we asked confirmed a sequential interpretation in (7), but only
two of the five also interpreted (8) as sequential, the rest following the German
pattern. This seems to give some weak corroboration to our claim, but the results
for other examples we tested were less clear. In other words,the examples (5)–(8)
can be taken to illustrate a hypothesis, but not an empiricalgeneralisation. Finding
a way to test this hypothesis remains a task for the future. Nevertheless, the greater
part of this paper is devoted to developing a theory that predicts the hypothesised
pattern. The resulting theory will constitute the essential part of the explanation to
the cross-linguistic patterns in narrative planning discussed in the previous section,
which are much better established by previous empirical studies.

3 Basic building blocks

3.1 The Quaestio and the update mode

The differences in temporal interpretation discussed in the previous section are
standardly viewed as dependent on the choice of coherence relation between the
sentences. The interpretation as a sequence of events that we find in (5) and (7) is
characteristic of such coherence relations asNarration andResult(Asher and Las-
carides, 2003).5 The interpretation as a temporally unordered list is characteristic
of the class of relations that Kehler (2002) callsresemblancerelations and which
includes e.g.Parallel and Contrast. Resemblance relations are characterised in
terms of similarities and differences between the propositions they connect. Exam-
ple (6) is presumably an instance of theParallel relation. The two sentences share
a common template: someone does something (at a certain timeand location), but
differ in terms of who does it,Petervs.Max, and what he does, cross the street vs.
buy a newspaper.

It is well known that linguistic devices that signal resemblance, or whose use is
restricted to resemblance relations in one way or another, also block the temporal
and causal inferences. The classical observation concernsgapping and is due to
Levin and Prince (1986): while the sentence without gapping(9a) can be inter-
preted causally—Nan became downright angrybecauseSue became upset—this
reading is not available in the version with gapping (9b).

(9) a. Sue became upset, and Nan became downright angry.
b. Sue became upset, and Nan∅ downright angry.

Other known devices that produce a similar effect include e.g. the additive particle
alsoand contrastive topic accentuation (Hendriks, 2004). Enumeration intonation
is presumably another such device that blocks theNarration interpretation in the
English example (8), which is otherwise interpreted as aNarration by default.6 At

5Alias Occasion, Cause-Effect(Kehler, 2002),Sequence(Mann and Thompson, 1988).
6In many German dialects there are distinct utterance/phrase-final rising intonation contours for

narrative sequences and atemporal lists (Gilles, 2005).
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first glance, the German example (6) does not contain any markers of resemblance.
However, we will argue that it is the special role played by the preverbal position
in German in marking information structure combined with the fact that it is filled
by two disjoint entitiesPeterandMax in (6) that establishes a resemblance relation
between the sentences and blocks the interpretation as a narrative sequence.

To begin with, let’s set up our basic vocabulary for talking about intersentential
connections and discourse structure in general, so the generalisation concerning
the blocking effect of resemblance on temporal and causal inferences can be refor-
mulated in those terms.

Our first assumption will be that discourse generation/interpretation has two
basic information update modes: the normal, non-iconic, and the iconic update.
The iconic mode integrates information about reported events into the context (or
the common ground, or the speaker’s/hearer’s belief state)in a manner that mim-
icks the way in which we integrate information about events directly observed.

A crucial difference between update from direct experienceand the (normal,
non-iconic) update of communicated content in human communication is in the
way we treat ‘now’—theupdate time.7 When we talk, time stops. That is, all
the references to ‘now’ within a single discourse typicallypoint to the same entity
which is more abstract and more extended than the times of individual utterances,
and is usually assumed to comprise the whole discourse (see esp. Reyle et al., 2007,
pp. 607–609).

In contrast, when we perceive events as they are happening, the relationship
between the update time and the event time is much more direct. Events are not
marked for tense. Rather, every event happensnow, and we cannot directly observe
past or future events. That is, the moment when the information of the event enters
our mind (the update time) is the only handle we get on the actual event time. In
this case it makes more sense to treat all update times as distinct. Otherwise, we
would not be able to store the observed events in the right temporal order.

The iconic update mode treats the update time in the same way,i.e. as if the
information were coming through direct experience,althoughit is in fact coming
by means of communication. Let us illustrate how this works in the explicit rep-
resentation of discourse content. The discourse representation structures (DRS) in
Figures 1 and 2 represent the content of the utterances (8a),Peter crosses the street,
and (8b),Max buys a newspaper, respectively. For example, the DRS in Figure 1
states that there is an evente1 of Peter (p) crossing the street (x). In accordance with
a standard assumption in DRT (Kamp et al., 2005; Reyle et al.,2007), the event is
included in its location timet1—e1 ⊆ t1—which reflects the “punctual” character
of events, in contrast to states which comrise their location times, e.g.t ⊆ s. In the
present case, thee1 ⊆ t1 condition results from the combination of the intrinsic
aspect of the expressioncross the street(an accomplishment) and the simple tense
form (in contrast to progressive). The conditiont1 = now is contributed by the

7The update time corresponds to speech time in speech communication, and to the observation
time in direct observation.
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semantics of the present tense.8 This DRS, which represents the discourse context
by the time the second utterance (8b) is processed, is updated with the DRS in Fig-
ure 2. The result of iconic update is shown in Figure 3. The whole context DRS
“moves into the past” and becomes amemoryof a past perception, that is, i.e. it
is embedded under the MEM operator taking two arguments, the context DRS and
the temporal locationt′1 which represents the time when that ‘past’ was ‘present’.
Crucially, all occurrences ofnow (now1 in Figure 3) in the original context DRS
are mapped tot′1 in the new top level DRS;9 t′1 in turn precedes the new ‘now’ of
the top level DRS (now2), as shown in Figure 4. Obviously, the addition of a new
event description to the discourse will pushnow2 into the past in a similar way, so
ultimately the order of event times will reflect the order of update.10

For comparison, the result of non-iconic update of the DRS inFigure 1 with
the DRS in Figure 2 is shown in Figure 5. This is an istance of the standard update
procedure in DRT. Both occurrences ofnow in this DRS refer to the same temporal
object. The eventse1 ande2 are both included in thisnow, but their relative order
is not specified.11 This is an illustration of how non-iconic update does not give
rise to the temporal progession characteristic of narrative discourse.

In narrative generation, iconic update makes the speaker’stask easier in the
sense that s/he does not have to employ any additional methods for managing the

8We ignore all presuppositions here, including the one associated with the definite descriptionthe
street.

9Technically speaking,t′1 serves as an external anchor for the internal anchornow of the DRS
under MEM. Within the framework of Kamp et al. (2005), MEM(t,K) introduces an attitude context
of, presumably, direct perception, whose agent may be the speaker, or some fictitious observer, the
DRSK represents the propositional content of that perception, while t serves as the external anchor
for the anchornow internal toK.

10The present notion of iconic update will work in a most straightforward way for present tense
narrations (historical or reportive present), but it is also intended to capture the temporal progression
in past tense narratives. In order to achieve this, the past tense has to be represented as the present
of some (fictitious) observer, whose observations take place in the past, along the same lines as this
is implemented in the MEM operator. In this case it is the (past) belief state of the observer that
undergoes iconic update.

11As Reyle et al. (2007) point out, the “normal” uses of the present tense (i.e. not historical,
not reportive) do not admit events in this way. On the one hand, ‘now’, as we said, is shared across
utterances and communication participants in normal communication, and in that sense it is extended.
On the other hand, it behaves like a single instant, as if discourse had no duration within which
events could occur. The normal uses of present tense are optimised for referring to states that begin
before the discourse begins and end after the discourse ends, while reference to changes in the world
that occur while discourse proceeds seem to require specialtreatment. However, this is a (partly)
independent issue. The proposal presented here should not be misunderstood in the sense that non-
iconic update implies a “normal” use of the present tense. Although it is perhaps generally true that,
for instance, historical present is a narrative tense, it isnevertheless also possible in non-narrative
sequences (perhaps embedded in narratives), as the examplebelow shows. Especially if uttered with
a contrastive topic/focus intonation, the conjoined clauses are related by resemblance in the sense
of Kehler (2002) and the discourse does not imply a commitment to any temporal order of the two
coronations.

(i) In 1066, William the Conqueror is crowned King of England, and Magnus II is crowned King
of Norway.
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e1, t1, p, x

happen(e1)
e1 : cross(p, x)
street(x)
e1 ⊆ t1 = now

e2, t2,m, y

happen(e2)
e2 : buy(m, y)
newspaper(y)
e2 ⊆ t2 = now

Figure 1: The DRS for (8a). Figure 2: The DRS for (8b).

e2, t
′

1, t2,m, y

MEM(t′1,

e1, t1, p, x

happen(e1)
e1 : cross(p, x)
street(x)
e1 ⊆ t1 = now1

)

happen(e2)
e2 : buy(m, y)
newspaper(y)
e2 ⊆ t2 = now2

e1, e2, t
′

1, t1, t2, p,m, x, y

happen(e1)
e1 : cross(p, x)
street(x)
e1 ⊆ t1 = t′1
t′1 ≺ now2

happen(e2)
e2 : buy(m, y)
newspaper(y)
e2 ⊆ t2 = now2

Figure 3: Iconic update. Figure 4: Iconic update: The content
of MEM unpacked.

e1, e2, t1, t2, p,m, x, y

happen(e1)
e1 : cross(p, x)
street(x)
e1 ⊆ t1 = now
happen(e2)
e2 : buy(m, y)
newspaper(y)
e2 ⊆ t2 = now

Figure 5: Non-iconic update.
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temporal structure of discourse except producing the eventdescriptions in the same
order and in the same way the knowledge of those events has been acquired. Fol-
lowing a widely accepted line of thought, we will assume thatthere is a pragmatic
principle that expresses a preference for iconic update where such update is pos-
sible.12 In the OT system to be developed in this paper this is expressed by an
ICONICITY constraint:

(10) ICONICITY: The update mode is iconic.

As will become clear, this constraint expresses a rather lowranked default which
is easily overridden by other semantic and pragmatic principles.

Our second main assumption concerns the topic structure of discourse. The
‘discourse topic’ is understood as a (often implicit) question that the discourse an-
swers, or thequaestio(Klein and von Stutterheim, 1987, 1992; von Stutterheim
and Klein, 1989). Smaller discourse segments, such as paragraphs, as well as in-
dividual sentences also have questions as discourse topics. Discourse topics as
questions play a special role in resemblance relations since they provide the tem-
plates according to which the states of affairs are compared. The variables of the
questions (roughly, thewh-words) correspond to the points of difference, whereas
the rest of the question expresses the common part. For example, the sentences in
(6) can be analysed as addressing the questionWho does what (at locationL at
timeT )?

As several studies have shown (Büring, 2003; Jasinskaja and Zeevat, 2008),
it is often useful to distinguish discourse topics according to the number of vari-
ables in the topic question: single vs. multiple variable questions. For example,
single variable questions includewh-questions with a singlewh-word, e.g.What
happened?, Who is the murderer?, or simpleyes/no-questions, e.g.Will the hero
win the battle?Prototypical multiple variable questions are questions with multiple
wh-words: What happened to whom?, Who ate what?, Who gave what to whom?,
etc. There is a relationship between the question type and the update mode which
accounts for the atemporal character of resemblance relations: the iconic update
mode is only compatible with single variable questions about events, i.e.:What
happens/ed?, What happens/ed tox?, What does/didx do?, etc. This can be ex-
pressed as an OT constraint:

(11) ICON-TOP: If the update mode is iconic, the discourse topic is a single
variable question about events, such asWhat happens/ed?, What happens/ed
to x?, What does/didx do?, etc.

This, in turn, is a strong, highly ranked constraint, certainly stronger than ICONIC-
ITY . This means that iconic interpretations are preferred onlyif the discourse topic
is of a kind listed in (11). Otherwise, iconic update is impossible, which does
not automatically mean that the sequence of sentences cannot present events in

12Cf. the Gricean ‘be orderly’, or theNarration default in Segmented Discourse Representation
Theory (Lascarides and Asher, 1993).
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chronological order, but the temporal structure of that sequence has to be managed
by other means, e.g. by explicit temporal adverbials likethen.

If our assumption that (6) addresses the questionWho does what?is correct,
then it is clear why it is interpreted as a list of temporally unrelated events, namely
because the double variable question excludes the possibility of iconic update, the
non-iconic update does not establish any constraints on thetemporal order of the
events, and the sentences do not contain any linguistic means, such as the adverbial
dann ‘then’, that would explicitly relate the events in time. Thequestion that re-
mains is why (6) should address the topicWho does what?, and not, let’s say,What
happens?This question will be taken up in the following sections.

On the other hand, normal update can go with any kind of question, including
single variable questions about events. For instance, enumeration intonation can
be seen as a conventional marker of aList relation, which in turn requires non-
iconic update. Thus (8) with enumeration intonation could haveWhat happens?as
a discourse topic, but the default preference for iconic update (applied otherwise)
is overriden here by an explicit linguistic signal, so the winning interpretation is a
temporally unordered list of events.

3.2 Aboutness topic and contrastive topic

In order to be able to explain the special role played by the preverbal position in
German in relation to information structure and the discourse topic, we should first
spell out our assumptions concerning the relationship between the three notions
of topic: discourse topic, aboutness topic and contrastivetopic. Discourse topics
were defined in the previous section as questions, or sentence templates—sentences
where certain constituent have been replaced by variables (wh-words).

We will adopt a widely accepted notion of aboutness topic proposed by Rein-
hart (1981). According to this view, the aboutness topic of asentence is the entity
the sentence is about. Though the ‘aboutness’ relation thatunderlies this notion is,
in a way, primitive, in the sense that it is difficult to define entirely in terms of other
notions of semantics and pragmatics, it does impose certainconstraints on what an
aboutness topic could be. For instance, an aboutness topic could only be something
that, using the file card methaphore, could serve as an address of a file card that
stores inormation about that entity. This is usually taken to mean that aboutness
topics must denote specific referents. That is, the best aboutness topics are defi-
nites. A specific indefinite can be an aboutness topic, or a universally quantified
DP, e.g. every student, if it is taken to refer to the entire set of students. Another
constraint inspired by Reinhart that we will adopt establishes the relationship be-
tween the aboutness topic and the discourse topic, or the quaestio:

(12) The aboutness topic is specified in the quaestio.

That is, the aboutness topic has to be part of the template that expresses what is
common between the sentences connected by the quaestio, andcannot correspond
to one of the question variables. ThusPetercan be an aboutness topic if the quaes-
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tio of the sentence isWhat does Peter do?or What happens to Peter?, but not
if the quaestio isWho crosses the street?or What happens?This also implies
that sentences that address questions likeWhat happens/ed?will normally lack an
aboutness topic.

Specification in the quaestio is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for
aboutness topics. Non-topical entities can also be specified in the quaestio. A
good example are temporal and spatial frames, which rather often constitute part
of the topic question, e.g.What did Peter do there and then?, but are less often
the actual target of the message.13 A sufficient condition for aboutness topics
could be expressed at the level of the quaestio by making the aboutness rela-
tion part of the question, e.g.What about Peter?—a question that only specifies
the aboutness topic and asks for any sort of information concerning Peter. But
the question can also be more specific. If questions are represented as formu-
las under a?-operator in the formal language of Groenendijk and Stokhof(1997),
?x[about(Peter,buy(Peter, x))] would express a questionWhat did Peter buy?ex-
plicitly marking Peteras an aboutness topic, or in other wordsWhat about Peter?
What did he buy?(The explicit representation of the aboutness relation in the
question will be suppressed most of the time, unless indispensable.)

Finally, the notion of contrastive topic to be used in this paper is perhaps
broader than most commonly accepted definitions, but it is essentially inspired
by the idea depeloped by Büring (2003). Somewhat simplifying, contrastive topics
are licensed whenever a double (or multiple)wh-question likeWho ate what?is
under discussion and is split into a series of single variable subquestions. There
are always two ways to address a double question likeWho ate what?You can go
by people, or you can go by food. In the first case, the double questionWho ate
what? is split up into a series of single variable questions likeWhat did John eat?,
What did Bill eat?, etc., where thewho-variable is instantiated by different persons
from the relevant domain. In the second case, the double question is split up into
subquestionsWho ate the beans?, Who ate the carrots?, etc. According to Büring
(2003), the choice between these two strategies determineswhich constituent is
marked as contrastive topic and which one as focus: contrastive topic is the vari-
able that is instantiated in the subquestion, i.e. people when you go by people, and
food when you go by food; the focused constituent corresponds to thewh-variable
in the subquestion.

Since contrastive topics are instantiated in the local quaestio addressed by the
sentence, they are eligible as aboutness topics according to the criterion mentioned
above, cf. (12). That is, a contrastive topic can be an aboutness topic, though it
does not have to. Conversely, an aboutness topic is a contrastive topic whenever
the aboutness topic shifts. This is a crucial observation that the present account
will be built upon, so let us spend some time substantiating this claim.

13Some tend to regard the temporal and spatial location as topical whenever it (implicitly) func-
tions as a restriction on questions about events likeWhat did Peter do (there and then)?For the
purposes of the present account it does not make any difference whether to make this stronger as-
sumption or not.
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SupposePeter is the aboutness topic of (13a) andMax is the aboutness topic
of (13b). Then the quaestio for (13a) must containPeter, e.g.What does Peter
do? (14a), and the quaestio for (13b) must containMax, e.g. What does Max
do?(14b).

(13) a. Peter crosses the street
b. Max buys a newspaper

(14) a. What does Peter do?: ?e[Agent(Peter, e) ∧ happen(e)]
b. What does Max do?: ?e[Agent(Max, e) ∧ happen(e)]

If (13a) and (13b) are to form a discourse unit, there should be an overarching
quaestio that the sentences jointly answer, or put differently, their respective queas-
tiones (14a) and (14b) should form astrategyaddressing the overarching quaes-
tio. What could such an overarching question be for (14a) and(14b)? Follow-
ing Roberts (1996), conditions on possible strategies are formulated in terms of
Groenendijk and Stokhof’s notion of question entailment|= (e.g. Groenendijk and
Stokhof, 1997). An ideal strategy must be both effective andeconomical (15). A
series of questions?ψ1, ..., ?ψn is an effective strategy of addressing question?ψ
if ?ψ1, ..., ?ψn entails?ψ, i.e. the sum of complete answers to each of?ψ1, ..., ?ψn

gives a complete answer to?ψ (15a). The strategy is economical if?ψ entails each
of ?ψ1, ..., ?ψn, that is if we know the complete answer to?ψ we also know the
complete answer to each of the subquestions?ψ1, ..., ?ψn, or in other words, the
subquestions do not ask for more information than?ψ does.

(15) Conditions on strategies:
a. EFFECTIVE STRATEGY:

A series of subquestions?ψ1, ..., ?ψn is an effective strategy of addressing
question?ψ iff the sum of complete answers to each of?ψ1, ..., ?ψn gives
a complete answer to?ψ, or ?ψ1, ..., ?ψn |=?ψ.

b. ECONOMIC STRATEGY:
A series of subquestions?ψ1, ..., ?ψn is an economic strategy of
addressing question?ψ iff the sum of complete answers to each of
?ψ1, ..., ?ψn does not give more information than a complete answer to
?ψ, or for each of?ψi ∈ {?ψ1, ..., ?ψn}, ?ψ |=?ψi.

According to these conditions, the questionsWhat does Peter do?(14a) and
What does Max do?(14b) form an optimal strategy for answering the question
Who (of Peter and Max) does what?(16)—a double variable question, where in
addition to the event variablee ranging over the possible actions (inherited from
both subquestions), the respective aboutness topicsPeterandMax are replaced by
another variablex, whose domain is restricted to the set of Peter and Max.

(16) Who does what?: ?x, e[x ∈ {Peter,Max} ∧ Agent(x, e) ∧ happen(e)]

Thus the resulting discourse topic structure consists of a double variable ques-
tion split up into two single variable subquestions—the configuration that licenses
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contrastive topics in Büring’s theory. Moreover, the aboutness topicsPeter and
Max are specified in the subquestions, but correspond to a variable in the overar-
ching question, therefore they are the contrastive topics.In short, the aboutness-
topichood guarantees that the respective terms are specified in the most local quaes-
tio, while the aboutness topicshift ensures that those terms are replaced by a vari-
able at the next level of discourse topic structure, so that ashifting aboutness topic
automatically fulfills the conditions for contrastive topics.

The above reasoning is based on the assumption that the discourse topics of (13a)
and (13b) areWhat does Peter do?andWhat does Max do?, respectively, and that
the double question is the only option for the overarching topic. Of course, there
are a few alternative construals of the discourse topic for (13), but it can be shown
that they are less optimal for various reasons. First, one might wonder if the ques-
tion What happens?or What do Peter and Max do?would make equally good
overarching topics forWhat does Peter do?and What does Max do?However,
this is not so. The questionWhat happens?(17a) is broader, i.e. asking for more
information than the conjunction ofWhat does Peter do?andWhat does Max do?
does—answering these two questions does not give a completeanswer to theWhat
happens?-question, so the strategy is not effective. The questionWhat do Peter and
Max do?is ambiguous (the same kind of ambiguity as the one discussedby Krifka,
2001). On one reading, it is asking for a specification of events in which both Peter
and Max are involved as agents (17b), that is the question operator takes scope over
the conjunction. This reading is weaker than the conjunction of the questionsWhat
does Peter do?andWhat does Max do?For example, the difference between the
possibilities where Peter (only) crosses the street and Max(only) buys a newspaper
and where neither one does anything does not matter to this question, because in
both cases there is no event in whichbothPeter and Max are involved. However,
this difference matters if we ask about Peter and Max individually. Knowing the
answer toWhat does Peter do?and What does Max do?we also know the an-
swer to (17b), but not vice versa. Thus the strategy is efficient but not economical.
The other reading of the questionWhat do Peter and Max do?is simply a con-
junction of the questionsWhat does Peter do?andWhat does Max do?(17c), i.e.
the conjunction takes scope over the question operator. Of course, in this case the
strategy is both efficient and economical, but (17c) is equivalent to the double vari-
able question (16), so in all relevant respects itis a double variable question which
can license contrastive topics, and all the above reasoningconcerning the relation-
ship between shifting aboutness topics and contrastive topics applies equally to this
case.14

14Adding appropriate domain restrictions to a question likeWhat happens?could perhaps also
narrow it down to (16). However, as soon as it is equivalent to(16) it is a double variable question
by the same reasoning and can also license contrastive topics.
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(17) a. What happens?: ?e[happen(e)]
b. What do Peter and Max do?(1):

?e[happen(e) ∧ Agent(Peter, e) ∧ Agent(Max, e)]
c. What do Peter and Max do?(2):

?e[Agent(Peter, e) ∧ happen(e)]∧?e[Agent(Max, e) ∧ happen(e)]

One could also question our assumption that the sentences (13a) and (13b) ad-
dress the topicsWhat does Peter do?(14a) andWhat does Max do?(14b). Indeed,
there is a whole range of questions aboutPeterandMax that (13a) and (13b) could
answer, e.g.What does Peter cross?, Where does Peter go?, Does Peter cross the
street?, etc., as well asWhat does Max buy?, Does Max buy anything?, etc. Even
if we assume that (13a) and (13b) have an unmarked accentuation pattern with a
nuclear accent on the direct object and a strong version of focus projection rules
such as Selkirk (1995), which would dramatically restrict the set of possible infor-
mation structures of the sentences and the set of possible congruent questions, it
would still allow at least for the topicsWhat does Peter cross?(18a) andWhat does
Max buy?(18b).

(18) a. What does Peter cross?:
?x∃e[cross(e) ∧ Agent(Peter, e) ∧ Theme(x, e) ∧ happen(e)]

b. What does Max buy?:
?x∃e[buy(e) ∧ Agent(Max, e) ∧ Theme(x, e) ∧ happen(e)]

Suppose these are the quaestiones behind (13a) and (13b). What could their over-
arching quaestio be? Obviously, (16) is not good in this role, because (18a)–(18b)
is not an effective strategy of addressing (16). If we know, for instance, what Max
bought, we do not necessarily know if he did anything else beside bying things,
so it is unknown what he did in general. But obviously, (19)—the straightforward
conjunction of the questions (18a) and (18b)—gives rise to astrategy that is both
effective and economical by definition.

(19) What does Peter cross and what does Max buy?:
?x∃e[cross(e) ∧ Agent(Peter, e) ∧ Theme(x, e) ∧ happen(e)]∧
?x∃e[buy(e) ∧ Agent(Max, e) ∧ Theme(x, e) ∧ happen(e)]

According to the constraints formulated so far there is nothing wrong with
(19). However, there is one consideration that motivates a preference for questions
like (16) over those like (19). Questions like (16) areexpressibleby a single in-
terrogative sentence, and define a single focus-backgroundpartition for a sentence,
which makes it possible for them to be answered by a single sentence (as well
as by a series of more than one sentences). Questions like (19) can only be an-
swered by a series of sentences, and should one try to give a one-sentence answer
to such a question, its partition into focus and background would be undefined. In
other words, natural language is optimised for expressing questions like (16), they
are easier to keep track of by means of information-structural marking when the
questions are implicit, which might be a reason why they are generally preferred
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as quaestio at all levels of discourse topic structure. Thiswill be captured by the
following constraint:

(20) EXPRESSIBILITY:
The discourse topic (quaestio) is expressible, i.e. it defines a single
focus-background partition for a congruent one-sentence answer.

This constraint is certainly violable. Occasionally we do have to deal with
strategies comprising sets of questions that cannot be fit into any general formal
scheme. A tax form is a case in point, which can be seen as a conjunction of
questions likeWhat is your income?and How many dependents do you have?
which are related by the nature and function of tax forms, butnot by any formal
pattern. However, in order to justify an implicit strategy of this sort in discourse it
should be activated in conjunction with some salient scenario (such as filling out a
tax form), and since no such scenario appears prominent in (13), there is no reason
to assume one, and a formally-motivated strategy is preferred.

In sum, the trade-off between strategic effectiveness, economy, and express-
ibility of topic questions establishes a preference for theconstrual of the discourse
topic asWho does what?–What does Peter do?–What does Max do?for (13) on the
assumption thatPeterandMax are the aboutness topics of (13a) and (13b). More
generally, this is an illustration for the claim that whenever the aboutness topic
shifts between sentencesφ andψ, it provides an additional question variable that
ranges between the two instantiations of the aboutness topic, so the overarching
question that connectsφ andψ is always a multiple variable question. The shifting
aboutness topic corresponds to a variable in that question,but is instantiated in the
respective single variable subquestions forφ andψ, which implies that the shifting
aboutness topic is a contrastive topic.

Linguistic literature contains observations that speak both for and against view-
ing shifting aboutness topics as contrastive topics. One ofthe points in favour is
that linguistic marking patterns for aboutness topic shiftresemble those for con-
trastive topics and are distinct from the linguistic expression of continuing about-
ness topics. Both shifting aboutness topics and contrastive topics tend to be ac-
cented, fronted, expressed by accented or strong pronouns (if pronominalised), or
otherwise phonologicaly heavy (cf. Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl, 2007). In contrast,
continuing aboutness topics tend to be unaccented, expressed by weak pronouns
or zeroes, tend to cliticise and more generally occupy syntactic positions reserved
for light material. Most linguistic expressions that figurein the literature as tests
for aboutness topics, such asas for Xandas far as X is concernedare reserved for
shifted aboutness topics (Reinhart, 1981) and appear clause-initially, i.e. in typical
contrastive topic positions.

On the other hand, there are arguments for keeping these two notions apart. For
example, Frey (2004) points out that only contrastive topics activate a set of alter-
natives and give rise to an implicature that those alternatives do not hold. However,
it is well-known that implicatures of this sort—exhaustivity implicatures—depend
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very much on how specific the information on the intended domain of alternatives
is. For example, it is easy to see (22) as an exhaustive answerto (21a)—Mary
painted the fence blue and no other colour—because the question makes it very
clear that the alternative set is the set of colours. In contrast, the exhaustivity in
(22) as an answer to (21b) is by far less obvious. It is certainly not the only event
altogether that happened. It could be seen as the only event that happened among
a certain domain of relevant events, but the question does not give us any further
information on what those relevant events are. In general, we will adopt the view
that exhaustivization takes place always by default as a result of general pragmatic
processes (Schulz and van Rooij, 2006), but under certain conditions it may not
lead to any visible effects. The indeterminacy of the relevant domain is one of such
conditions.15

(21) a. What colour did Mary paint the fence?
b. What happened?

(22) Mary painted the fence blue.

The lack of exhaustivity effects with plain, “non-contrastive” shifted aboutness
topics could be due to the same reason. Compare Reinhart’s example (23) of a
shifted aboutness topic marked by theas for construction, and a version of the
same sentence (24) with a constrastive topic accent onFelix and a focus accent on
Rosa. Whereas (24) can be taken to imply that other guys invited other girls, and
not Rosa, to dance with them, there is no such implication in (23) if it is uttered
with “neutral” intonation.

(23) As for Felix, he invited Rosa to dance with him.

(24) FELIX invited ROSA to dance with him.

This can be explained if we assume that the intonational pattern of (24) projects
a Who invited whom to dance with them?discourse topic, split up by the first
wh-variable ranging over guys (present at a particular party)along the lines of
Büring (2003): Who did Felix invite?, Who did John invite?, etc. Whoever John
invited to dance must include some other girl, while the exhaustive interpretation
of that answer implies that heonly invited that girl, and not Rosa. These inferences
are possible because the question, as indicated by the information structure of the

15Formally this could work out as follows: a question likeWho P?with an underspecified domain
of who could be seen as a “disjunction” of questionsWho of{a, b, c} P?, Who of{a, b} P?, Who
of {a, c} P?, ...,Who of{a} P?, so an exhaustive answer to such a question would be a disjunction
of the exhaustive answers to the respective questions, e.g.[P (a) ∧ ¬P (b) ∧ ¬P (c)] ∨ [P (a) ∧
¬P (b)] ∨ [P (a) ∧ ¬P (c)] ∨ ... ∨ P (a). If we allow for singleton domains like{a}, the exhaustive
interpretation ofP (a) with respect to this domain does not exclude any alternatives toa since there
are none, i.e. the exhaustive interpretation is equivalentto the non-exhaustive one, and whenP (a)
appears as one of the disjuncts, it makes the whole disjunction equivalent toP (a). Even if we forbid
singleton domains by some general principle, the disjunction of exhaustive answers would amount to
P (a) and there is some individual that does not have propertyP but it is unknown which one. This
is a bit stronger than the plain non-exhaustive answer toWho P?, but not that much stronger.
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sentence—the background relation that we get by abstracting over the contrastive
constituents—gives us enough information to form reasonable alternatives sets: the
possible inviters and invitees on a particular dancing occasion.

In contrast, (23) is in the worst case just an answer to aWhat about Felix?ques-
tion. Assuming thatas forX conventionally indicates thatX is a new aboutness
topic, it signals that the present sentence addresses the questionWhat aboutX?,
and since this is anewaboutness topic, it also presupposes that the questionWhat
aboutY ?, whereX 6= Y , has been, or will be, addressed in the same discourse.
The overarching double-variable discourse topic is in thatcaseWhat about whom?
or What about what?If the intonational pattern of the sentence does not support
a more specific background relation, the alternative piecesof information aboutX
andY that constitute possible answers can be more or less anything. Applying
the same reasoning as in the case of (24), (23) would be expected to suggest that
something else has been or can be said about someone else, let’s sayP aboutY ,
and exhaustivization results in the inference thatP is the only relevant thing that
can be said aboutY in the given context, so in particular, the information thatFelix
invited Rosa to dance with him (an alternative toP ) is not aboutY . First of all, this
is a much weaker implicature than in (24). It will normally betrue for any referent
not mentioned in the sentence, e.g.Peter, simply because the information that Felix
invited Rosa to dance with him is not about Peter. It could be about Rosa though.
If Y = Rosa, the exhaustive interpretation ofabout(Rosa, P ) with respect to the
What about Rosa?question would imply that onlyP , and not that Felix invited
her to dance with him, can be relevantly said about Rosa in thegiven context. But
what is relevant about Rosa is strongly underdetermined, soif the hearer allows for
the possibility that this information is not relevant aboutRosa (while it is relevant
about Felix), the exhaustivization does not lead to any visible effect, just like in the
case of (21b)–(22).

Moreover, aboutness topics tend to persist in discourse. That is, (23) could be
the first sentence of a whole paragraph about Felix. In that case it is not just the
information that Felix invited Rosa to dance with him, but the content of the whole
paragraph that provides an alternative toP , so the sentence (23) by itself does not
even provide the full parameters for exhaustivization. When the hearer has reasons
to expect that the talk about Felix will go on, he or she might temporarily suspend
exhaustivization until the end of the paragraph.

In sum, shifted aboutness topics are subject to exhaustivization inferences to
the same extent as contrastive topics are, but those inferences will often lead to
very weak or no effect, or apply to larger text passages than just the sentence that
expresses the aboutness topic, so the usual effects cannot be observed at the sen-
tence level. In other words, considerations of exhaustivity do not prevent us from
viewing shifted aboutness topics as a special case of contrastive topics.

The fact that aboutness topic shift leads to establishing a multiple variable
quaestio in the same way as contrastive topics do, has far-reaching consequences
due to the interaction of the quaestio with the update mode aswas described in
section 3.1. The ICON-TOP principle (11) says that the iconic update mode is only
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possible if the quaestio is a single variable question aboutevents, whereas double
variable questions are incompatible with it. Thus aboutness topic shift switches off
iconic update. Coming back to the contrast between the German and the English
examples (25) vs. (26), the lack of temporal inferences in (25) could be explained,
if PeterandMax were indeed preferentially interpreted as aboutness topics. Then
the aboutness topic shift fromPeterto Maxwould lead to non-iconic update, which
does not establish any temporal relationship between the described events. At the
same time, if one could show that English does not force us to interpretPeter
andMax as aboutness topics, it would be possible to analyse (26a) and (26b) as
sentences without an aboutness topic altogether, in which case they could address
single variable questions likeWhat happens?which are compatible with iconic up-
date. The following section will take the first basic steps tomotivate this difference
between German and English by the difference in the functionof the preverbal
position in these two languages with regard to topic marking.

(25) a. Peter
Peter

überquert
crosses

die
the

Straße
street

b. Max
Max

kauft
buys

eine
a

Zeitung
newspaper

(26) a. Peter crosses the street
b. Max buys a newspaper

3.3 Aboutness topic and word order

Why shouldPeterandMaxbe preferentially interpreted as aboutness topics in (25)?
The most straight-forward way of capturing this would be by stipulating that the
preverbal position in German main clauses, or theprefield, is a kind of topic posi-
tion, in the sense that the constituent in that position is understood as (aboutness)
topic, unless signalled otherwise. The TOP-V constraint in (27) implements this
idea:

(27) TOP-V: The preverbal constituent is a topic.

Obviously, this should be a relatively weak constraint. Conventional means sig-
nalling directly or indirectly that the preverbal constituent is not topical, such as
focal accent, or focus sensitive particles (selbst Max‘even Max’), or indicators of
non-specificity (kein Mädchen‘no girl’; wer ‘who’), as well as expressions that by
their nature are immune to categories of information structure (sentence adverbials
like leider ‘unfortunately’), should be able to override TOP-V.

Since the German prefield must contain exactly one constituent and cannot be
empty, the application of this constraint creates a preference for sentences with
topics over those without (in the spirit of von Stutterheim and Carroll (2005) and
their explanation of the language-specific global choices in narrative planning).
The crucial point of our proposal is that TOP-V should be ranked above ICONICITY

in German:
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(28) German:
TOP-V > ICONICITY

ICONICITY favours iconic over non-iconic update, and therefore worksagainst
double-variable quaestio due to ICON-TOP. In cases like (25) this implies a prefer-
ence for aWhat happens?quaestio and thereby a construal without a topic (because
if these sentences had aboutness topics they would have to have distinct topics
which would lead to an additional variable in the quaestio and be incompatible
with iconic update). Obviously, in German TOP-V wins from ICONICITY, (25) is
interpreted as having contrastive aboutness topics, the update mode is non-iconic,
and the temporal order of the events remains unspecified.

In contrast, the preverbal position in an English declarative sentence is re-
served, by and large, for the grammatical subject (SUBJ-V), while the categories
of information structure do not play such a prominent role infilling this position
as they do in German. This means that either the TOP-V constraint does not exist
in English at all, or it is ranked so low that it is made practically inoperative by the
whole host of constraints ranked above it. For our purposes it is essential that in
contrast to German, TOP-V is ranked below ICONICITY in English:

(29) English:
ICONICITY > ...> TOP-V

This is what accounts for the difference between (25) and (26). Since there
is no pressure to interpretPeterandMax in (26) as aboutness topics in English,
the topicless construal with aWhat happens?quaestio which makes iconic update
possible is preferred by the ICONICITY constraint. The temporal order of the events
is therefore understood to match the textual order of the sentences.

The status of the TOP-V constraint, however, is not entirely unproblematic.
It would be more appealing to derive the effects of TOP-V from a more gen-
eral syntactic theory of the German prefield. However, the standard view on the
matter among syntacticians (Fanselow, 2002; Frey, 2004) does not seem to sup-
port TOP-V. It is assumed that the prefield can be filled either by direct semanti-
cally/pragmatically meaningfulA-movement (frontingwh-constituents, contrastive
topics or focal constituents); or by semantically empty “formal” movement, which
takes whatever constituent happens to be highest in the middle field (positions be-
tween the finite verb and the clause-final non-finite lexical verb form or a verbal
particle, if available) and puts it in the prefield position.The result of the latter
obviously depends on the structure of the middle field. According to Frey (2004),
the highest position in the German middle field is a base position for aboutness
topics, followed by sentence adverbials (leider, wahrscheinlich), followed by the
subject, followed by frame adverbials (e.g. the reference time dann), followed by
other constituents of the sentence. Since aboutness topicsare highest in the middle
field, they are given priority as prefield candidates over therest (except for the trig-
gers ofA-movement). Thus topichood plays a role in filling the prefield position
in two ways. A constituent can move to the prefield directly byA-movement if
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it is a contrastive topic; and it can end up in the prefield by formal movement via
the aboutness topic position, if it is an aboutness topic. Obviously, if it is both an
aboutness topic and contrastive, both movement options areavailable.16 In sum,
if some consituent of the sentence is a topic of one or the other kind it is very
likely to end up in the prefield. Only few factors can interfere: awh-element or a
focal constituent can get there first, but those are recognizable by their form and
accentuation and would fall under the rule of principles responsible for overriding
TOP-V in the presence of explicit marking (cf. above). However,if a sentence
has no topic, then other, non-topical constituents will move to the prefield. Thus
the theory predicts that either the constituent in the prefield is a topic (contrastive
or aboutness, disregarding marked exceptions), or the sentence has no topic. This
theory implies no preference for the first option, so it is just not strong enough to
replace TOP-V.17

Admittedly, without a deeper syntactic underpinning TOP-V retains its stipu-
lative flavour. Note that the required motivation must be syntactic, or more gen-
erally, grammatical, i.e. sensitive to language-specific features, otherwise the con-
trast between German and English that the relative ranking of TOP-V accounts
for cannot be explained. Another possible way to go would be to treat TOP-V
as a purely interpretational preference, which operates inproduction at the level
of self-monitoring, while the standard syntactic picture presented above (or some
translation of that into OT) describes the production grammar. In the framework
developed by Zeevat (2009), during interpretation the candidate meanings are pre-
filtered by an associative process based on statistical tendencies before the produc-
tion grammar selects the final winner by reproducing the input utterance. TOP-V
could be a reflection of such a statistical tendency (and thusnot a real constraint in
the grammar). We made a preliminary count on the basis of 176 sentences quasi-
randomly selected from the German original texts of the OsloGerman-English-

16If a sentence has both a continuing aboutness topic and a distinct contrastive topic, it seems that
the contrastive topic is normally the preferred candidate for the prefield.

17This touches upon an interesting and rather fundamental issue. The V2 property of the present
stage of German syntax has developed from an earlier stage where a topicless sentence would exhibit
the V1 order, whereas the aboutness topic would appear before the finite verb in sentences that do
have an aboutness topic, thus giving rise to a V2 structure (Hinterhölzl and Petrova, 2010). This is
the case in Old High German, where obviously it makes much more sense to talk about the preverbal
position as a topic position. Hinterhölzl and Petrova (2010) argue that as V2 generalises and becomes
obligatory, the topic function of the preverbal position neutralises. Indeed, this kind of neutralisation
frequently accompanies grammaticalisation processes.

However, if the topic function of the preverbal position were completely neutralised we would not
find a preference for a global aboutness topic in V2 languages. Rather, it looks as if we have to do
with two alternative ways of resolving the same conflict between constraints. The speaker is faced
with the situation where she must put a constituent before the verb (the new V2 requirement) and
that constituent must be the aboutness topic (the old topic function of the preverbal position), but the
sentence as planned so far does not have an aboutness topic. One way to deal with it is to weaken
the topic function requirement. The other way is to avoid producing topicless sentences and plan the
discourse in such a way that, as far as possible, every sentence has an aboutness topic. It appears
that the present state of the German grammar and usage is a result of some sort of trade-off between
these two strategies.
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Norwegian Parallel Corpus of literary prose. In about 85% ofthe sentences, the
prefield constituent was a topic—either continuing, contrastive, or a shifted about-
ness topic. In other words, it makes sense to talk about a “topic bias” associated
with the preverbal position in German even if it cannot be considered a topic posi-
tion categorically.

3.4 Does aspect marking matter?

The general layout of the theory that should explain the differences in temporal
intepretation between English and German discussed in section 2.2 is now com-
plete. However, before proceeding to the matters of formal modelling one more
issue deserves some discussion. Aspect is another typological parameter in which
German and English differ. The English grammar requires an obligatory mark-
ing of aspect. The progressive form (30a) indicates that theeventualitys of Peter
crossing the street is “viewed from within”, it is presentedas extended in time and
subsumes its temporal location:t ⊆ s. The simple form presents eventualities as
“punctual” or “completed”events, and included in their temporal location:e ⊆ t,
cf. (30b). In contrast, aspect marking is not obligatory in German, so the sentence
Peterüberquert die Straßeis in fact ambiguous between the “progressive” and the
“simple” interpretation and can be used both in contexts where (30a) and where
(30b) is appropriate.

(30) a. Peter is crossing the street.
b. Peter crosses the street.

One might wonder whether this typological difference between German and
English might provide an alternative, and perhaps a simplerexplanation to the same
phenomenon. In early formal theories of tense and aspect such as Hinrichs (1986),
the temporal progression characteristic of the narrative was generally attributed to
events in the narrow sense, i.e. “punctual” eventualities,and thus made ultimately
part of the semantics of tense/aspect morphology. Thus the simple aspectual form
would not only relate the event to its location timet, but also to a reference timer,
r ≺ t, which would be resolved anaphorically to the location timeof the event
mentioned previously in discourse.18 This would predict the relation of temporal
succession between the events described in (31), just as much as with coreferential
subjects, cf. (7).19

(31) a. Peter crosses the street
b. Max buys a newspaper

States, including progressive “states”, do not “push the narrative forward” in

18This wording is more faithful to the version in Kamp and Reyle(1993) than to Hinrichs (1986),
but the crucial idea is the same.

19The original theories were developed for past progressive and simple in English, as well as for
the Frenchpassé simpleand imparfait, but the essential aspects can be applied to present forms as
well.
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those theories, in the sense that the location timet2 of the second state equals the
reference timer which is again resolved to the timet1 of the previously mentioned
state. So Peter crossing the street is predicted to overlap in time with Max buying
a newspaper.

(32) a. Peter is crossing the street
b. Max is buying a newspaper

If the German example (33) is understood as ambiguous between (31) and
(32)—or in fact between all possible combinations of (31a) and (31b) with (32a)
and (32b)—then the temporal relation between the eventualities in (33) is either
overlap (t1 = t2, t1 ⊆ s1, t2 ⊆ s2, hences1 overlapss2) or precedence (t1 ≺ t2,
e1 ⊆ t1, e2 ⊆ t2, hencee1 ≺ e2), which comes close to saying that the temporal
relation is not specified,20 as was our original observation in section 2.2.

(33) a. Peter
Peter

überquert
crosses

die
the

Straße
street

b. Max
Max

kauft
buys

eine
a

Zeitung
newspaper

In the version with coreferential subjects (34) simultaneity could be ruled out
by plausibility considerations: the same person is not likely to cross the street and
buy a newspaper at the same time, sot1 ≺ t2 is the preferred reading.

(34) a. Peter
Peter

überquert
crosses

die
the

Straße
street

b. Er
he

kauft
buys

eine
a

Zeitung
newspaper

A theory of this kind would ultimately amount to saying that German narra-
tors avoid to change the referent of the grammatical subject(or agent, or the most
prominent participant of the situation) because coreference of the subjects presents
an additional constraint on the temporal relation between the events, giving prefer-
ence to succession over temporal overlap, and thus making ita narrative. In English
this is not necessary because the obligatory aspect markingdoes the job. The prob-
lem with this approach is that it only works if temporal relations (particularly the
relation of precedence between the reference time and the location time for simple
tenses) are made part of the semantics of aspectual markers.However, this idea has
long been dropped, the main reason being the well-known dependency of temporal
relations on the so-called rhetorical, or discourse relations (see esp. Lascarides and
Asher, 1993). As we have seen in section 2.2, the English example (31) can also be
understood as a list of temporally unrelated events if uttered with a typical list into-
nation or with a contrastive topic accent on the subjects. This observation is hard to
accommodate under the aspect-based view, whereas it follows naturally from the
topic-based theory developed in the previous sections. In other words, the aspect

20This is not quite so, however, since thet2 ≺ t1 option is not accounted for.
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parameter is probably not as important for explaining the differences in question
between the English and German narratives as it might seem atfirst glance.

4 The formal architecture

This section is not much more than a “formal summary” of the theory developed in
section 3, except that it puts it in a framework that allows toconnect the interpre-
tation perspective, which has dominated our discussion so far, with the generation
perspective.

4.1 Discourse units

Let us start with an illustration. The representation of thediscourse structure for
(35) is given in Figure 6.

(35) a. Peter
Peter

überquert
crosses

die
the

Straße
street

b. Er
he

kauft
buys

eine
a

Zeitung
newspaper

As Figure 6 shows, each discourse unit—the elementary discourse units cor-
responding to utterances/sentences (35a) and (35b), as well as the discourse con-
situent comprising both of them—is assigned a multilayeredDISCOURSEUNIT

(DU) structure, represented as an attribute-value matrix,which contains slots, or
attributes, for the unit’s phonological or textualFORM, its semanticCONTENT,
its recursive structure given by an ordered list of daughternodes (DAUGHTERS,
or DTRS) which are discourse units themselves, and a number of attributes repre-
senting the pragmatic features of the discourse unit, such as the aboutness topic
(A-TOPIC) and theQUAESTIO.

The recursive structure of a discourse unit is defined in theDAUGHTERS at-
tribute which specifies the list of DUs that the present DU consists of. For el-
ementary discourse units, theDAUGHTERS list is empty, cf.〈〉 in Figure 6. For
non-elementary DUs it is a tuple of DU structures. In Figure 6the DAUGHTERS

value of the overarching DU is given as
〈

1 , 4
〉

, but 1 and 4 are simply place-
holders for the whole DU structures of the terminal nodes in the tree representation,
in accordance with a common convention.

The value of theFORM attribute (in its most simplistic interpretation) is a finite
sequence of letters of the alphabet of a given language—the sequences in (35a) and
(35b) for the elementary discourse units and the concatenation of those sequences
for the mother node.

The CONTENT of a discourse unit is a DRS representing its content. The
content value of a non-elementary DU is a function of the content values of its
DAUGHTERS. In section 3.1 we made a distinction between two modes of update:
the iconic and the non-iconic update. In the present architecture these correspond
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QUAESTIO ?e

t5, p

happen(e)
agent(p, e)
e ⊆ t5
t5 = now

A-TOPIC {p}

DAUGHTERS

〈

1 , 4
〉

CONTENT update[+iconic]

(

2 , 5
)

FORM 3 , 6
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QUAESTIO ?e

t3, p

happen(e)
agent(p, e)
e ⊆ t3
t3 = now

A-TOPIC {p}
DTRS 〈〉

CONTENT 2

e1, t1, p, x

happen(e1)
e1 : cross(p, x)
street(x)
e1 ⊆ t1
t1 = now

FORM 3

〈

Peter
überquert die
Straße

〉
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QUAESTIO ?e

t4, p

happen(e)
agent(p, e)
e ⊆ t4
t4 = now

A-TOPIC {p}
DTRS 〈〉

CONTENT 5

e2, t2, p, y

happen(e2)
e2 : buy(p, y)
newspaper(y)
e2 ⊆ t2
t2 = now

FORM 6
〈

er kauft eine
Zeitung

〉



















































Figure 6: Discourse structure for (35): iconic update; quaestio What does Peter
do?; global aboutness topicPeter.
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to two different ways of combining the content values of the daughters, i.e. two
functionsupdate[+iconic] andupdate[−iconic] which take two DRS-s as input, and
return a DRS which is the result of updating the first argumentDRS with the sec-
ond “iconically” or “non-iconically” as described in section 3.1. If a discourse unit
has more than twoDAUGHTERS the update function is first applied to the first two,
then to the resulting DRS and the third daughter, and so on (asupdate is standardly
assumed to work).

The value ofA-TOPIC is a (possibly empty) set of discourse referents, e.g.{p}
for Peter in both the mother and the daughter nodes in Figure 6. A non-empty
A-TOPIC set shared by a series of discourse units and their common mother node,
such as{p} in Figure 6, is what we refer to as theglobal aboutness topic.

Finally, theQUAESTIO is a question DRS, i.e. a DRS preceded by a?-operator
which binds some of the variables occurring in the DRS (the question variables)
if it is a wh-question (Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1997). For example, the value
of QUAESTIO of the mother node in Figure 6 is the question of which event (?e)
happens at timet5, which isnow, such that Peter (p) is the agent of that event, or
in other words:What does Peter do?

4.2 Constraints on discourse units

A set of ranked constraints is defined on DU structures. The felicitous FORM–
CONTENT–...–QUAESTIO combinations of a given language must be optimal with
respect to the constraint ranking defined for that language in the standard sense
of Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky, 1993; Blutner and Zeevat, 2003).
The constraints discussed in section 3 are summarised below. The first group of
constraints are all ranked high. We did not discuss cases of violation or the ranking
of these constraints with respect to one another since thosedo not play a role for
the problem at hand.

• ICON-TOP: For a non-elementary DU, if the value ofCONTENT isupdate[+iconic]

of the CONTENT values of itsDAUGHTERS, then the value ofQUAESTIO is
a question DRS of the form?eK with exactly one question variable ranging
over events.

• ABOUTNESS TOPIC: Every element of theA-TOPIC set is part of the uni-
verse of theQUAESTIO DRS and not a question variable.

• EFFECTIVE STRATEGY: If the DU’s QUAESTIO value isψ and?ψ1, ..., ?ψn

are theQUAESTIO values of itsDAUGHTERS, then?ψ1, ..., ?ψn |= ψ

• ECONOMIC STRATEGY: If the DU’s QUAESTIO value isψ and?ψ1, ..., ?ψn

are theQUAESTIOvalues of itsDAUGHTERS, then for eachψi ∈ {ψ1, ..., ?ψn}
ψ |= ψi.
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• EXPRESSIBILITY: The value ofQUAESTIO is expressible, i.e.: there exists
an optimal simple interrogative sentence such thatQUAESTIO is CONTENT

of that sentence.21

The last two constraints are ranked lower than the first group, and their rank-
ing is different in German and English. In German TOP-V is ranked higher than
ICONICITY, while in English it is ranked lower.

• TOP-V: There is a constituent before the verb that refers to an element of the
A-TOPIC set.22

• ICONICITY: TheCONTENTvalue of a non-elementary DU isupdate[+iconic]

of theCONTENT values of itsDAUGHTERS.

4.3 Interpretation

A standard OT grammar operates on a certaininput andcandidate set. What kinds
of linguistic objects constitute the input and the candidate set, respectively, depends
on whether the grammar is applied in the direction of generation or interpretation.
Roughly speaking, in the interpretation direction the input is the linguistic form
(or some “closer-to-surface” representation) of an expression, while the candidate
set is constituted by alternative meanings (or “deeper” representations). The con-
straints are applied to select the optimal meaning for a given form. In the generation
direction, the input is a representation of meaning, and thecandidate set is a set of
forms. The constraint system selects the optimal form for a given meaning. In the
present framework, the same idea is implemented as follows:The candidate set
rated by the constraint system is always a set of DU structures both in the direc-
tion of generation and of interpretation. However, in the interpretation direction
that set is restricted to structures with a given value forFORM, while the values
for CONTENT, QUAESTIO, A-TOPIC, and other features run through all theoreti-
cally possible instantiations. One could say that the inputis an underspecified DU
structure with a fixedFORM value and underspecified values of other attributes.

Before we turn to the question of input and candidate set in the generation
direction, let us consider an application of this approach to interpretation and anal-
yse the main motivating examples of this study. Table 1 illustrates the optimi-
sation procedure for the discourse in (35). For reasons of space, the candidates
are not represented as full-fledged DU structures but as combinations of relevant

21In section 3 this constraint was formulated in terms of the notion of information-structural back-
ground. The difference is not essential as long as there is a straightforward mapping between inter-
rogative sentences and the information-structural backgrounds (of declarative sentences) as is stan-
dardly assumed. In both cases, however, the constraint cannot be fully formalised with the tools
provided so far. Information structure would have to be explicitly represented and the relationship
between questions, interrogative sentences and backgrounds would have to be formally specified.

22This constraint cannot be fully formalised without an explicit representation of the syntax of el-
emenary DUs (sentences) and a specification of content of sub-sentential units (esp. NPs that express
aboutness topics). However, the formalisation is fairly straightforward.
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semantic and pragmatic featuresQUAESTIO, A-TOPIC, and theCONTENT update
mode for the mother node, as well as the two daughter nodes (DTR1 andDTR2).
The constraints are applied as to find the optimal combination(s) of these features
for the givenFORM value. We will only consider candidates that comply with
the high-ranked constraints ABOUTNESSTOPIC, and the constraints related to the
quaestio—EFFECTIVENESS, ECONOMY, and EXPRESSIBILITY. Also, we restrict
our attention to candidates that respect question-answer congruence (presumably,
another high-ranked principle). That is why questions likeWhat does Max do?and
Who does what?do not appear in Table 1. Neither the sentencePeterüberquert
die StraßenorEr [Peter] kauft eine Zeitungcould be an answer toWhat does Max
do?, and since there is no switch from a question likeWhat does Peter do?to
What does Max do?, the questionWho does what?is not motivated according to
the quaestio-related principles (see discussion in section 3.2). Similarly, Peter (p)
cannot be a member of the aboutness topic set if the quaestio is What happens?,
since aboutness topics must be specified in the quaestio (cf.ABOUTNESSTOPIC).
In other words, we are not skipping any candidates that are likely to turn out more
optimal than the ones we consider in Table 1.23 Since all the quaestio values of
the remaining candidates are single-variable questions about events, there are no
violations of ICON-TOP. An empty A-TOPIC set creates a violation of TOP-V,
since the referent of the preverbal constituentPeter/Er is not an element of that set.
The constraint only applies to elementary DUs that correspond to single sentences,
therefore we get two violations for each of the daughter nodes DTR1 andDTR2
in the first and the second candidate in Table 1. The ICONICITY constraint only
applies to non-elementary DUs, i.e. only to the mother node in our example, which
gives us one violation whenever the update mode is[−iconic]. This leaves us with
the optimal candidate in the third line of Table 1, which doesnot violate any con-
straints. This is the structure represented in Figure 6 witha global aboutness topic
Peterand the iconic update mode, which results in a chronologicalinterpretation
of the event descriptions.

The analysis of example (36) with switching subjects is given in Table 2. This
time the candidate withWhat does Peter do?as theQUAESTIO value forDTR2 is
not among the “short-listed” alternatives since it fails question-answer congruence
for Max kauft eine Zeitung. Instead, theQUAESTIO configuration with a double-
variable questionWho does what?in the mother node and the questions aboutPeter
andMax in the daughter nodes passes the filter of the higher ranked constraints.

23There are a few feature combinations that comply to all the high-ranked principles considered so
far, but are missing in Table 1. For example, theWhat does Peter do?QUAESTIO is compatible with
an emptyA-TOPIC set. Furthermore, the questionWhat happens?contains an implicit reference to
now, cf. theQUAESTIO values in Figure 6, sonowcould be anA-TOPIC. However, as will become
clear presently, all these alternatives violate TOP-V for the input (35) and ultimately turn out to be
less optimal than the winner of the optimisation process. Therefore we skip them to save space.
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FORM

〈

Peterüberquert die Straße
Er kauft eine Zeitung

〉

IC
O

N-T
O

P

T
O

P-V

IC
O

N
IC

IT
Y

QUAESTIO A-TOPIC CONTENT update

What happens? ∅ [+iconic]
DTR1 What happens? ∅ **
DTR2 What happens? ∅

What happens? ∅ [−iconic]
DTR1 What happens? ∅ ** *
DTR2 What happens? ∅

What does Peter do? {p} [+iconic]
DTR1 What does Peter do? {p}
DTR2 What does Peter do? {p}

What does Peter do? {p} [−iconic]
DTR1 What does Peter do? {p} *
DTR2 What does Peter do? {p}

Table 1: Optimisation of quaestio, aboutness topic and update mode in the inter-
pretation of (35).

FORM

〈

Peterüberquert die Straße
Max kauft eine Zeitung

〉

IC
O

N-T
O

P

T
O

P-V

IC
O

N
IC

IT
Y

QUAESTIO A-TOPIC CONTENT update

What happens? ∅ [+iconic]
DTR1 What happens? ∅ **
DTR2 What happens? ∅

What happens? ∅ [−iconic]
DTR1 What happens? ∅ ** *
DTR2 What happens? ∅

Who does what? ∅ [+iconic]
DTR1 What does Peter do? {p} *
DTR2 What does Max do? {m}

Who does what? ∅ [−iconic]
DTR1 What does Peter do? {p} *
DTR2 What does Max do? {m}

Table 2: Optimisation of quaestio, aboutness topic and update mode in the inter-
pretation of (36).
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QUAESTIO ?e?z

t5
happen(e)
agent(z, e)
e ⊆ t5
t5 = now

A-TOPIC ∅

DAUGHTERS
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1 , 4
〉
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QUAESTIO ?e

t3, p

happen(e)
agent(p, e)
e ⊆ t3
t3 = now

A-TOPIC {p}
DTRS 〈〉

CONTENT 2

e1, t1, p, x

happen(e1)
e1 : cross(p, x)
street(x)
e1 ⊆ t1
t1 = now

FORM 3

〈

Peter
überquert die
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〉
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QUAESTIO ?e

t4, m

happen(e)
agent(m, e)
e ⊆ t4
t4 = now

A-TOPIC {m}
DTRS 〈〉

CONTENT 5

e2, t2, m, y

happen(e2)
e2 : buy(m, y)
newspaper(y)
e2 ⊆ t2
t2 = now

FORM 6
〈

Max kauft
eine Zeitung

〉



















































Figure 7: Discourse structure for (36): non-iconic update;quaestioWho does
what?–What does Peter do?–What does Max do?; no global aboutness topic.

(36) a. Peter
Peter

überquert
crosses

die
the

Straße
street

b. Max
Max

kauft
buys

eine
a

Zeitung
newspaper

The results for the first two candidates in Table 2 are identical to those in the pre-
vious example. The third candidate violates ICON-TOP since the update mode
[+iconic] conflicts with the double-variable question of the mother node. The
fourth candidate with the double-variableQUAESTIO configuration but non-iconic
update mode is the winner since it only violates the lowest ranked ICONICITY con-
straint. The corresponding DU structure is shown in Figure 7. As we assumed
in section 2.2, the discourse in (36), where the occupants ofthe prefield positions
have distinct reference, is most naturally interpreted as atemporally unrelated list
of events. This is exactly what we get: the non-iconic updatemode relates the
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described events to the same update timenow, so the order of events remains un-
specified (cf. section 3.1). In sum, the ranking of TOP-V above ICONICITY in
German creates a preference for the quaestio configurationsthat readily provide
aboutness topics and thereby motivate the choice of the prefield constituent.

The OT analyses of the corresponding English examples (37) and (38) are
shown in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.

(37) a. Peter crosses the street
b. He buys a newspaper

(38) a. Peter crosses the street
b. Max buys a newspaper

Since ICONICITY is stronger than TOP-V in English, structures with a quaestio
suitable for iconic update, i.e. questions likeWhat happens?andWhat does Peter
do?, are generally preferred, and it does not matter that much whether the ques-
tions provide good aboutness topics. Thus candidates in lines 1 and 3 of Table 3
win from those in lines 2 and 4. For (37), TOP-V also implies a preference for
What does Peter do?over What happens?(the candidate in line 3 of Table 3),
however this result should not be taken to seriously for English. As was argued in
section 3.3, the TOP-V constraint basically does not exist in English. In a frame-
work where all constraints are universal this would mean that TOP-V is ranked so
low that it is made inoperative by higher ranked constraints. That is, presumably
there is a whole range of constraints between ICONICITY and TOP-V in English
which might overrule whatever preferences established by TOP-V.

For (38), in contrast to the corresponding German example (36), the winner
is What happens?for QUAESTIO with no aboutness topic whatsoever (line 1 of
Table 4), rather than a double variable question with a changing aboutness topic
(line 4). Once again, this is the effect of stronger ICONICITY in combination with
ICON-TOP. Thus in accordance with our original observation, the English example
is interpreted as a sequence of events as a result of iconic update (under “neutral”
intonation, cf. section 2.2), unlike its German counterpart understood as a list of
temporally unrelated events.

4.4 Generation

The analysis of the above examples illustrates the application of the proposed OT
constraint system in the direction of interpretation taking the phonological or tex-
tual form of the discourses as input. Now we come back to the question of what
the optimisation problem looks like in the generation direction. Which features of
the DU structures are fixed in the input, and which are subjectto variation in the
candidate set? One might be tempted to assume, and it has in fact been assumed in
previous OT accounts of semantic phenomena (Zeevat, 2000; Blutner and Zeevat,
2003) that the input is (a) thecontentto be expressed—a semantic representation
in some suitable logical formalism—and (b) thecontextrepresenting the common
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FORM

〈

Peter crosses the street
He buys a newspaper

〉

IC
O

N-T
O

P

IC
O

N
IC

IT
Y

T
O

P-V

QUAESTIO A-TOPIC CONTENT update

What happens? ∅ [+iconic]
DTR1 What happens? ∅ **
DTR2 What happens? ∅

What happens? ∅ [−iconic]
DTR1 What happens? ∅ * **
DTR2 What happens? ∅

What does Peter do? {p} [+iconic]
DTR1 What does Peter do? {p}
DTR2 What does Peter do? {p}

What does Peter do? {p} [−iconic]
DTR1 What does Peter do? {p} *
DTR2 What does Peter do? {p}

Table 3: Optimisation of quaestio, aboutness topic and update mode in the inter-
pretation of (37).

FORM

〈

Peter crosses the street
Max buys a newspaper

〉

IC
O

N-T
O

P

IC
O

N
IC

IT
Y

T
O

P-V

QUAESTIO A-TOPIC CONTENT update

What happens? ∅ [+iconic]
DTR1 What happens? ∅ **
DTR2 What happens? ∅

What happens? ∅ [−iconic]
DTR1 What happens? ∅ * **
DTR2 What happens? ∅

Who does what? ∅ [+iconic]
DTR1 What does Peter do? {p} *
DTR2 What does Max do? {m}

Who does what? ∅ [−iconic]
DTR1 What does Peter do? {p} *
DTR2 What does Max do? {m}

Table 4: Optimisation of quaestio, aboutness topic and update mode in the inter-
pretation of (38).
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ground and various aspects of the discourse situation. The former corresponds to
the CONTENT feature in the present formal set-up, whileQUAESTIO andA-TOPIC

belong to the set of relevant contextual features. In order to appreciate the implica-
tions of taking these features as input, a few words should besaid about their real
meaning.

To begin withCONTENT, we have been using this attribute so far to store the
meaning of a discourse unit to the extent that it can be assembled from the mean-
ings of the constituent words, phrases and daughter DUs, andthe semantics of
connection between the daughter DUs (iconic vs. non-iconicupdate). Roughly
speaking,CONTENT reflects all and only what is there in the sentences. In genera-
tion this corresponds to the specific content alreadyselectedfor verbalisation in the
utterance or sequence of utterances under construction. Itis not the whole stock of
the speaker’s knowledge on the subject, and it is also not some abstract semantic
carcas with details to be filled in. Every piece of the selected content will be either
encoded by a linguistic expression in that utterance (or sequence), or implied in a
way recoverable by some regular inference mechanisms.

Similarly, the QUAESTIO of an elementary DU stands in a close relation to
its form, while theQUAESTIO of larger DUs strongly depends on its daughter’s
QUAESTIO values due to the planning constraints of EFFECTIVENESS, ECON-
OMY, etc. In generation this implies thatQUAESTIO is the question taken up by
the speakerin the given utterance or sequence of utterances, which neednot be
the same as the interlocutor’s query, or the speaker’s task in a more general sense
determining what is relevant in a given situation (though ofcourse there is a sys-
tematic relationship between the speaker’sQUAESTIO and the task or query). The
following examples illustrate such mismatch. In (39) the interlocutor’s query is
a yes/no-question, while speaker B is obviously addressing awh-questionWhich
credit cards do you accept?In (40), the parallel structure and the distribution of
prosodic prominence suggests that speaker B is addressing adoublewh-question
Who broke what?, while the query is a single-wh What happened?, with the con-
sequence that the update mode is non-iconic and the temporalorder of the two
breaking events is not specified, which makes it a no less relevant contribution on
the issue raised by the interlocutor. Thus in both cases, thespeaker’sQUAESTIO is
the question we recover by looking at the answer, which is notidentical with the
question explicitly asked.

(39) A: Do you accept credit cards?
B: Visa and Mastercard.

(40) A: What happened?
B: PETER broke theVASE, and MAX broke theMIRROR.

Since the set of aboutness topics is strongly dependent on the QUAESTIO, sim-
ilar considerations apply to theA-TOPIC feature. The interlocutor may explicitly
suggest a certain aboutness topic, e.g.Talking about Peter, what did he do?, but it
is ultimately the speaker’s responsibility, which topics he or she picks up in his or
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her utterances.
In other words, the values of all the three features are the output rather than

the input of discourse planning processes: what to say next (CONTENT), how to
split up the global communicative task into subtasks (mother nodeQUAESTIO into
daughter nodeQUAESTIO-nes), and even the choice of the global communicative
task itself (the top nodeQUAESTIO). Since the ultimate goal of this study is to
model the influence of grammar on discourse planning, and in particilar the influ-
ence of obligatory choice of the prefield constituent in German (TOP-V) on global
narrative planning decisions (choice ofQUAESTIO and A-TOPIC), none of these
features can be fixed in the input. Moreover, none of the features of the DU struc-
tures as defined so far can be treated as an input feature in thepresent modelling
task.

The input that is needed instead is roughly of the same kind aswhat we find in
computational generation systems (see e.g. Vander Linden,2000): (a) a knowledge
base, representing the whole stock of the speaker’s knowledge (in a given domain);
and (b) a query, representing the type of information asked from the speaker. In
the setting of the Quest narratives, the knowledge base is the speaker’s representa-
tion of the content of the film, and the query is the experimentor’s questionWhat
happened in the film?24 Applying Optimality Theory at this level would amount
to handling the mapping from the knowledge base and the query(input) to DU
structures with all their features fromFORM to CONTENT to QUAESTIO (output) as
an optimisation problem. That is, unlike the most existing production OT gram-
mars, the task is not to find the optimal form for a given meaning, but to select
optimal meaningsand forms for a given query and knowledge base. On the other
hand, in contrast to the standard computational generationsystem setup, where dis-
course planning (mapping from query and knowledge base to sentence meanings)
and surface realisation (mapping from meanings to forms) are treated as separate
pipelined modules, in the present setting meanings and forms should be optimised
simultaneously. This is precisely what will make it possible for considerations re-
lated to form (filling the prefield position in German) to influence decisions related
to discourse planning (quaestio and aboutness topic selection).

Developing a full-scale formal proposal of this kind goes far beyond what can
be done in this paper. An approach to content selection and discourse planning
developed in a different formal framework with an application to Quest data can
be found in Jasinskaja and Roßdeutscher (2009). We will not attempt to recast
that proposal in OT here, but will limit ourselves to some informal remarks. The

24Another part of the input typically assumed in computational generation systems is a user model,
i.e. a specification of e.g. the user’s prior knowledge, in order to avoid overinformative answers,
for instance. This aspect of the input will be ignored for thetime being. In the Quest narratives
elicitation setup, this parameter can be viewed largely as arandom factor, as is evident, in particular,
from the huge variation in the level of detail applied by different speakers in their retellings of the
film. Moreover, since the whole situation was rather artificial—the participants of the study most
certainly realised that the experimentor knew what happened in the film, and nevertheless played
along and answered the question—we can only guess how they “modelled” the experimentor’s real
demand for information.
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essence of the view developed in this paper is roughly this: Because there is a
preference in German to interpret the constituent in the preverbal position as topic,
German-speaking storytellers are discouraged to change the occupant of that posi-
tion from sentence to sentence, because that almost automatically implies a topic
change, and topic change switches off the iconic update mode—the most effortless
and “comfortable” way of presenting events chronologically. Of course, the speak-
ers can maintain the chronology of events by other means, e.g. the use of explicit
adverbials likedann ‘then’ if otherwise the topic change is unavoidable. But why
do that if topic change can be minimised? There are many ways to avoid topic
change in the first place as long as not only the form but also the meanings of the
sentences to be produced, as well as their order, can be manipulated.

First, one could simply skip and not tell certain events if their mention would
lead to a topic change. This is particularly relevant in cases where a sequence
of actions by a single agent (the protagonist of the whole story) is occasionally
interrupted by events that do not involve that agent and where a different agent
plays a prominent role so that it is likely to surface in the preverbal position due
to syntactic constraints. If those interrupting events arenot esssential to the flow
of the story or the specific informational needs of the hearer(which would have
to be captured by a set of highter-ranked constraints), theycan simply be skipped.
In case of example (36) this would amount to completely leaving out the sentence
about Max buying the newspaper if the surrounding discourseis about Peter. In the
OT setting, this result is achieved by letting DUs whoseCONTENT value contains
descriptions of both events compete with DUs whoseCONTENT only specifies the
event of Peter crossing the street. If no stronger constraints are violated, the latter
will win due to TOP-V (a consideration related toFORM).

Second, if events of this kind cannot be skipped altogether,one can put them
in syntactically and/or discourse-structurally subordinate position. TheQUAESTIO-
values of subordinate discourse units do not add up in the same way as those of DUs
at the same structural level (cf. main vs. side structure in Klein and von Stutterheim,
1987; van Kuppevelt, 1995). In the present framework, one would have to assume
that theQUAESTIO of the mother node is the same as that of the head daughter,
while the subordinate daughter does not contribute to the mother nodeQUAESTIO,
and does not add an extra question variable, even if it has a different aboutness
topic. Using subordination instead of simple juxtaposition of sentences comes
at a price, since one has to use some subordinative linguistic devices and they
contribute their own bits of semantics, presupositions, etc. For example, instead
of (36) one could say:Peter überquert die Straße und∅ sieht Max eine Zeitung
kaufen‘Peter crosses the street and∅ sees Max buy a newspaper’. This does not
mean the same as (36), as it also states that Peter perceives the event of Max buying
a newspaper while (36) does not. However, as long as this extra information is
consistent with the specifications in the knowledge base, itcan be added if this
saves the speaker a change of topic. Once again, candidate DUs whose meanings
contain and do not contain the information of Peter’s perception will run against
each other, and other things being equal, the former will winsince they can be
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expressed without changing the reference of the prefield constituent at the level of
the main story line (TOP-V, the sameFORM-related consideration).

Both strategies of maintaining a global aboutness topic andavoiding topic
change in German narratives are well documented in the Questdatabase, cf. sec-
tion 2.1. One can imagine yet another way of minimising topicchange, which we
do not find in Quest narratives due to the specifics of the film content, but which our
approach would predict for other kinds of input. Suppose twosequences of events
involving two different agents occur in parallel without causal interference with one
another up to a certain point. For example, Peter crosses thestreet, turns around
the corner and passes by a book shop. In the meantime, Max buysa newspaper in
that book shop, goes out of the shop, and bumps into Peter. Concerning the strict
chronology of the events, Max buying the newspaper occurs after Peter crossing
the street, but before him turning around the corner; Peter passing the book shop
and Max going out of the same book shop occur simultaneously.One has the op-
tion of presenting the sequences strictly chronologicallyswitching between Peter
and Max all the time, or reordering the events first presenting the whole sequence
about Peter and then the whole sequence about Max, with only one topic change.
The latter would be favoured by TOP-V and would be expected to be used more
frequently by German speakers, than by the English speakers. Of course, in order
to be able to use the purely chronological strategy, the English speakers would need
a way to know that the events occurred in that order, which is rather unusual in nor-
mal experience, since we normally cannot continuously observe events happening
at locations as different as the street and the book shop around the corner. How-
ever, in a film retelling setup this kind of conditions can be created if the camera
switches from one location to the other following the temporal order of events. In
roughly similar situations in the Quest retellings, English speakers have been found
to follow more closely what the film literally presents, thanthe German speakers.
This might be another situation where one would expect differences of the same
kind.

In sum, by taking a non-modular approach to production and optimising forms
and meanings simultaneously for a given knowledge base and query we can make it
possible for constraints related to core grammar, such as the principles of filling the
prefield position in German, which apply at the level of meaning to form mapping,
to take effect at the level of discourse planning and contentselection. A question
that arises in this connection is whether this non-modular view is psychologically
realistic. Do speakers really select meanings to express while taking into consid-
eration aspects of their surface realisation, or is this rather an offline process—one
that leads to the emergence of language-specific constraints on discourse planning
from strong grammatical constraints in the course of language acquisition? In the
latter case, TOP-V would create a “twin constraint” formulated in terms of topics
rather than positions in the sentence (something like, a sentence has an aboutness
topic, or theA-TOPIC set is non-empty), which would apply in the discourse plan-
ning module to constrain the mapping from the knowledge baseand query input to
the sentence meanings, while TOP-V itself would apply in the surface realisation
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module (meaning to form). Findings on narrative productionby advanced second
language learners rather favour the modular view (von Stutterheim and Carroll,
2005). If TOP-V took direct effect on discourse planning decisions as suggested
by the non-modular approach, one would expect learners of German to start struc-
turing their narratives “the German way” as soon as they acquire TOP-V and its
correct ranking, that is, as soon as they master the appropriate use of word order
possibilities. However, this is not what is usually observed. Even very advanced
learners who hardly make any mistakes of grammar usage tend to keep applying
discourse strategies from their first language. This suggests that they have acquired
the grammar proper including the high ranking of constraints like TOP-V, but not
the “twin constraint”. In other words, it is possible that the model of discourse
generation sketched out in this section cannot be taken as a model of discourse
production as an online process. However, in an evolutionary setting (e.g. Zeevat
and Jäger, 2002) it could be developed into a model of aquisition of discourse plan-
ning competence. In the present version, our model providesa formal motivation
for language-specific constraints on discourse planning.

5 Conclusions and new challenges

The main accomplishments of this paper are two. First, it hasbeen shown how a
preference to interpret the occupant of the obligatory prefield position as an about-
ness topic in German leads to a more general preference for sentences with topics
over sentences without topics. The resulting model has beenapplied to explain
differences in temporal interpretation of German and English discourses with su-
perficially identical structure. Since German speakers areunder pressure of inter-
preting the prefield constituent as topic, they have to assume a topic shift whenever
the referent of the prefield constituent changes. Topic shift in turn blocks the infer-
ence of temporal progression characteristic of the narrative, presenting the events
as a temporally unordered list. In contrast, since the preverbal position in English
is largely reserved for subjects and is not affected by information-structural cat-
egories, English speakers are freer in their choice betweenthe ‘subject is topic’
interpretation and the interpretation without an aboutness topic whatsoever. In the
latter case, a new subject does not automatically mean a new topic, i.e. there is no
aboutness topic shift (because there is no aboutness topic)and the normal narrative
temporal inferences go through. This part of the model has been implemented in
the framework of Optimality Theory.

Second, we have sketched out an extention of that model to cover discourse
generation from discourse planning (a mapping from knowledgbe base and query
to sentence meanings) to surface realisation (a mapping from sentence meanings
to sentence forms). Within the extended model, the German preference for sen-
tences with topics leads to a preference for maintaining thesame topic over longer
stretches of discourse. Topic change introduces discontinuity in the temporal struc-
ture of the narrative regardless of the language. The Germanway to avoid it is to
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select the order, the content and the information structureof utterances as to main-
tain the same topic as long as possible, while the English speakers have the option
of producing a sequence without an aboutness topic at all—a series of holistic event
descriptions where no entity is assigned a privileged information-structural status.
Thus we have gone one step further than Jasinskaja and Roßdeutscher (2009), not
just stipulating language-specific rules in discourse planning, but deriving the dif-
ferences from differences in grammar.

There are many more open and problematic issues that we had tocut short
while trying to achieve our main goals. Very little effort has been spent on moti-
vating the proposed constraints in a broader context of optimality-theoretic syntax,
semantics and pragmatics. For example, it would be more elegant to have the ef-
fects of TOP-V (topic before the verb) in German and the lack of such effects in
English follow from a more general account of German and English syntax.

The issue of the respective roles played by the prefield position and the gram-
matical subject in expressing topics in German had to be skipped entirely, although
it crucially bears on the analysis of the German corpus data discussed in section 2.1,
which does not only show a preference for a constant sentencetopic (entity in the
prefield position), but also a constant subject.

In order to turn our sketch of the OT-based discourse generator into a proper
theory one would have to spell out all the other relevant constraints on content
selection and the choice of quaestio, such as relevance to the interlocutor’s query,
storiness (which e.g. makes sure that no events important tothe flow of the story
are left out), etc. These constraints would have to be integrated with the fragment
developed in this paper to yield a discourse planner sensitive to the grammatical
properties of the language.

Finally, if the proposed non-modular design of the discourse generator proves
implausible as an online model of human discourse production, one would have to
take an evolutionary turn and show how grammatical constraints in the meaning-
to-form module lead to the emergence of their “twin constraints” in the discourse
planner in the course of language acquisition or language change.
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